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International trade, economic transactions that are made between countries. Among the items commonly traded are consumer goods, such as television sets and clothing; capital goods, such as machinery; and raw materials and food. Learn more about international trade in this article.© Professor of Political Economy, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. Consultant, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Author of Trade Liberalization Among Industrial Countries: See Article History. Alternative Title: foreign trade. International trade, economic transactions that are made between countries. Among the items commonly traded are consumer goods, such as television sets and clothing; capital goods, such as machinery; and raw materials and food. I enrolled as an international economics and trade student in ZUSTR from 2009-2013. The school happened to be a good ground where I study all that is needed to be equipped for a better future. They combined both foreign and local professors from all sort of life into the school and today I am happy and proud to be an old student of ZUST. After graduation it was not difficult for me to find a good job. I am currently the director of international talent people in Alibaba based company called Tianxiaren Company limited and we deal in human resourcing management. Kenneth Kumah Yao Dogbey (Ghanaia